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The compensatory bargaining set of a big boss game

by

Irinel Dragan and Gianfranco Gambarelli*/

The bargaining sets have been introduced as concepts of solution
for cooperative n-person games with side payments by R.J.Aumann and M.

Maschler (1964) and studied furt.her by many authors. A comparison of

various solutions for games with coalit.ion sEructures has been done by

R.J.Aumann and J,Dreze (1914). In a previous paper of one of the aut.hors

I.Dragan (1988), a modified concept of bargaining set, called the compen-

satory bargaining set, has been introduced and a combinatorial characteri-
zation of the noncore elements in the cornpensatory bargaining set has been

obtained. This characterization becomes particularly simple for some clas-
ses of games. One of them, the class of big boss games, is considered in
this paper.

The big boss games have been introduced by S.Muto, M.Nakayama, J.Pot-
ters and S.H.Tijs (1987); the bargaining set and Ehe kernel of big boss

games have been studied by J.Potters, S.Muto and S.H.Tijs (1988). In the

lasc paper it has been shown that in the bargaining set Mfi) of a big boss
I

game there are only core elements. The present paper presents in the first
section the definition of the compensatory bargaining set, to make the pa-

per self contained; in t.he second section the characterLzation of Ehe non-

core elements in the compensatory bargaining set of a big boss game is de-

rived (Theorem 2.5), without any use of the general characterization men-

ti.oned above. The case of the 3-person big bossgames is considered in the

last section, where Ehe set of coalitionally rational noncore elements in
the compensatory bargaini.ng set is determined (Theorem 3.1). The last result
is motivating the entire study by showing noncore payoffs enjoying some type

of stabi I itv.
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l. The compensat.ory bargaining set.

Let 6 = (Nrv) be a cooperative n-person game in coalitional form.

N is the set of players, I Nl = tt, and any SSN, S I A, is called a coa-

lition. The characteristic function v is a real function defined on P(N),

the set of subsets of N, and subject to v(@) = o. Any partition of = fS,,..
..,S ) of N is called a coalition structure in G. The set of admissible'n

p"yoir vectors for $ is
tlnrJ =t* [ x€Rn, x(s)=v(s),Vs€Sl, (t.t)

where x(S) = Z Xi The set of admissible payoff vectors for G is F, the

union of all ies ;-* for all coalition struct,ure, J . The rripler (N,v,F)
o)

is a constrained game in the sense of Aumann/Dteze (1974). The core of such a

game is
Co(N,v,r) ={ x I x€F, e(S,x)-<o, V

where for every x€F the excess function is defined

e(s,x) - v(s) - x(s), f,ssll.

ssNl, (r.2)
by

(1.3)

of F consiscing of
we need some resulEs.

pavoff x€F^. a coa-.v.
a)

for a1l its members

x, there is an y€Rc,

The compensatory bargaining sec of G will be

all "stableil payoffs. To define the stability
Lemma l.l: Given a coalition structure

lition c + J can,provide bet.ter payoffs
if and only if e(C,x)) o.

Proof: If C can provide becter payoffs than in

which may cover N or not,.

Lemma 1.3: Given a coalition structure J and a payoff xe
is a bargaining proposal against x if and only if x 4 Co(N,v,F).

Proof: The result follows from Lemma 1.1 and Definiton 1.2.

a subseE

principle
p

e) ang a

than in x

c =J cf, such rhar y(C) = v(C) and yi) *i, V igc. Then, e(C,x)2o follows.
Conversely, if e(Crx)2o, then we can define y€Rc by

yi = *i + e(C,x)/l Cl, VieC ( i.4)
and from (1.4) we have Ii )*i, Vi gC, as well as y(C) = v(C).

Definition I.2: A bargaining proposal against * alf, is any parrial
coalirion structure 6 = (C',...,Ck) wirh e(Cr,x)2-o, j=1,...,k. A partial
coalition st,ructure of G is a seE of nonempty pairwise disjoint, subsets of N,

F " . t,here
E)

Let € = (C',....,,.aU) be a bargaining proposal against xG Fr, x € Co(N,v,F)
and denot" co = N - 

Prrir 
rn = iN - col; let aj be a none*pry J,rbser of crr

j=1,...,k and K= P *r.

Now, Lemma 1.3 explains why any core payoff will be considered in the fol-
lowing as a stable payoff; it remains to explain when a noncore payoff is stable.

Definition 1.4: anv y€Rm such that
y(Cj) = v(C3), j=l, . . . ,k yi)xi, i€-K, Yg) x1' i€N-co (1.5)



is a bargaining distribution for 6 , profitable for K.

Note that t,here is a bargaining distribution for 8 , profitable
for some K, i.e. the system (1.5) is consistent for some K, if and

\2only if. @ is a bargaining proposal againsr "Uk , x € Co(N,v,F).
The proof goes like in Lemma 1.1 wirh a slighr change in (1.4), namely,
for every C. and K..gC.t , K, l0r w€ define

JJJJyi=*i*u{cj,x)/lKrl, Yt.*, (1.6)
Yi=*i , f i€c.-K..

Note also rhar if € is a bargai.niig ptipor"l againsr x€Fqrr
x4 Co(N,v,F), Ehen the set of bargaining distriburj-ons for € , oroTra"Otu
for various K, is an infinite set BD( .a rx).

A pair (y;6) consisring of a bargaining proposal € and a bargai-
ning discribution y for 6 r profitable for K, may be called a mulri-
objection of K against. (*; J), because ir is a slight extension of the
objections suggested by Aumann/Maschler (L964), sect.ion lo.

In words, a bargaining proposal is a partial coalition structure that
can provide betrer payoffs than in for some (or all) players belonging
to each of the coalitions C.r j=lr...rk. The distribution of each excess
e(C.,,x) to the members of C. depends on the general interest of the play-
ers in aj to make their .o"iiaion ,rviable,,.

In our model of compensatory bargaining set, a bargaining proposal €
against x includes also a commiEment: "no player in V has the free-
dom of leaving € , unless there are groups of players from each

1

willing (and being able) to pay the compensarion e(C.,x) ro C.". To.J JJcounter 6 another part.ial coalition structure I should be able:
first, to pay the ouEcomes offered in x co all players in 8 ; secondly,
t.o pay the compensationS e(Cr,x) t.o aj and, perhaps to of f er something
more. We define now carefully what will be called a compensatory bargaining
counter proposal.

Definit.ion 1.5: Thro part
, ,/)ancl 6 = (Clr...,Ck) are

t:o th?,Dh)r

^Al''h , r( 9/ ci) I
-l= I

ia1 coalition strucEurer I
ttcross ingtt one the other , if

0 , j=lr...;k

0, h=lr...rg.

f 
^ ^ 

\= \u,r...ru )rq

(1.7)

such thaE Dh0Ci= 0, even

coalition structure crossing

, x d Co(N,v,F), and suppose

b is also in €

Note that there may

though (1.7) holds.
consider D - (0,

a bargaining proposal

9 differenr of € ,

be pairs Dn , C j

,...rDo) a parcial
€ against *eFf,
i.e. no coalition in



Denote D - N-(oJu. . T' i"' ^ | and let z€Rm'o ' - Yt "n ' ^.*' 
= l1\ - uolt i

payoff vector for players in A , i.e. we must have

z(Dn) = v(Dn), h=l,...,9
Now, such a payoff takes care of the obligation of paying all
in Z at least as much as in x, if

,tV*i, + i€N - D

Further , Z 
trrll 

be able ,o .orf,"r,rr." € , if
Z- (2, - xr) )e(c.,x), j=1,...,k.

iec.n(N - Do) - J

Obviously, if we i"r,ot" Pi, = . j, - *i, {reN - Do, rhen I
counter 6 , if rhe following sysrem derived from (l.B), (i
( l.1o) is consistent

)-
.L Bi - e(Dn,x)e h=lr...rQr
1tu. /

n
h

/?./L
,o

l"
L)-

t
,<J

Definition 1.6

bea

(1.8)

players

(l.e)

( I . ro )

could

.9 ) and

(1.t1)z
iec.o (N_Do)

In this case,

e(C. ,x) ,
J

i€N-Do,

j=lr... rk.z
canpay 3i: ,r*,b| i€,I.-oo.
: A partial coalicion structure Y , crossing a

bargaining proposaL 6 againsr "a!a, x €Co(Urv,F), and different
of 6 , is a compensatory bargaining counter proposal against t , if
(1.11) i-s consistenr. Any zeRm' d"f ined by "i = *! * Fi, i€i,{-Dor

6lwhere ,4 C R"' is a solution of ( 1. 1l) , is a compensat.ory bargaining
counter distribution for g

Note that I depends on x
,/2

and Ie , but does not depend on the
bargaining distribution that 6 intends to make for its players. Hence,

either a compensatory bargaining councer proposal againsE t does not
exist' or else a counter proposal is countering simulEaneously all bargai-
ning distributions for 6 . Note also that in the last case, what.ever

bargaining distriburion for tr is chosen, D is able ro give ro all
former members of 8 Eheir share in A (those members are serrins
also compensations).

Now, the stability principle is introduced as follows:
Definition 1.7: An admissible payoff x for a coalition strucrure
is compensat.ory stable (c-stable), if

either x6 Co(N,v,F) ,

olr for every bargaining proposal € against^ x , there is
compensaEory bargaining count.er proposal A against 6.

Definition 1.8: The compensatory bargaining set, M" , is the set
of al1 c-stable payoffs.

Obviously, we have Co(NrvrF) e Mc , hence if Co(N, v,F) I A



chen 14^ * 0. At. least two existence
first, for a given coalition structure

A game 6 = (N,v) is a big boss
(a) G is monotonic, i.e. S

(b) there is io€ N, called
iog s

(c) for every S such t.hat

v(N) - v(s) 7
For example, in a 3-perro' i € S

then to sat.isfy (b) we must have
(a), when we denote v(l) = 5, v(i2)
must have

lems could be stated:
, do exist xeFg which

belong to M. ? second, for a given coalition structure -f, do

exist x€F 4 which belong to M- - co(N,v,F) ? rn rhe last sectiono)-c
of the present paper we shall show that at least for some games and
some coalition st.ructures l^te can give a positive answer. This will be

done by using a combinatorial characterization of the noncore elements
in the compensatory bargai.ning set. 1n general, t.here are a lot of con-
ditions to be checked, but for some classes of games a practical tool
can be derived from the general result. In the second section, we shall
consider such a class, the class of big boss games, but the characteri-
zatLon of the noncore elements in the compensatory bargaining set will
be derived only from the definitions of the first section, when we con-
fine ourselves only to admissible individuarly rational payoffs.

2. Barsaini roposals and compensaEor barea ini counter
proposals for big boss games.

game, if

sr + v(s)5
the big boss, such

=+ v(S) = o;

io€ S, we have

[ "(lr) - v(N-liJ)]
big boss game, if.

v(2) = v(3) = v(23)

= 8; v(13) = c.,

(2.1)
take io=1,

o. To sat.isf y

L23) = d, we

v(T);
Ehat,

we

v(

o<

To satisfy (c),

We have proved a

Lemma 2.1:
v(l) = 5, v(

in which

h < min(a,c) S max(a,c) \< d.

we have only one condition, namely for S = ) I

a+c
result to be used i.n the next section:
A 3-person big boss game is a game

12) - a, v(13) = c, v(f23) = d, v(2)=v(3)=v(

(2.2)

(, which is
(2.3)

23)=o

o(h_<min(a,c) S max(a,c)S d, a+c)d+h (2,4)
Now, we intend t.o give a characterLzaEion of che admissible indi-

vj.dually rational payoffs in Mc - Co(Nrv,F) for a big boss game. pre_
vious lemmas are needed.

Lemma 2.2: In a big boss game G, let x be an admissible indi-
vidually rational payoff for a coalition structure J . rf for some



individually rational and G is monotonic

$re get e( S , x) 1 o.

because x i s

)zo , Vien,

Lemma 2.3: In a big boss game G, ler x be an admissible indi-
vidually rat.ional payoff for a coalition strucrure -f and x € Co(N,v,F)

Proof: If L e

Then, any bargaining proposa

gaining counter proposal I

coalition S we have

Proof:
ning counter

derived from

:
ieD

e(S,x)) o, then i
S, then e(S,x) = -

Eq
o

x(S) and

, from x.

exactly one coalition which containr io.
Proof: Every coalition in a bargaining proposal should have a

positive excess, hence by Lemna 2.2 we have 8 = (C) wirh iogC
Now, if. I is a partial coalition strucrure crossing € and dif-
ferent of € , the syst.em (1.li) could not be consistent. when there

c)t/^\qis Dh€;) with e(Dn,x)S o. Hence, if 4) is a compensarory bargaining
councer proposat against € , then every coalition in Z must. have a

positive excess. So, by Lemma 2.2, we have b = (D) with i € D

Obviously, cnD t Q , so that 2 and € are crossing on"oahe orher.
Lemma 2.3 says rhat in a big boss game, if xeFJ, x € co(Nrv,F)

and x is individually rational, chen there is no multicoalitional bar-
gaining proposal against x and for every bargaining proposal against x
there is no multicoalitional compensatory bargaining counter proposal.
In our search for c-stability we can confine ourselves to pairs of coali-
tions C , D with positive excesses and containing io.

Lemma 2.4: rn a big boss game G, let x be an individually ratio-
nal admissible payof.f. for a coalirion srrucrure J , If € = rc) with
io€C is a bargaining proposal against x , i.e. e(C,x))o , rhen

7 = (D) with io€-D, D I C, is a compensatory bargainlng counter
proposal againsr 6 , if and only if

e(n,x) ) e(C,x)
Under the assumptions,

€ against x and any compensatory bar-
against 6 should each consist of

7 = o) is a comp".,r".orf';:]r"r-
if and only if the following system

^ \'7:-nv t Y Le U t

e( C, x)

ProPo
(1.1

p.
lL

-esal agalnst b ,

I ) is consistent

= e(D,x) , B,\,
/L.l

./aa-'- !r/ , 'zt1iecoD'
consistent, then

T o = T R.?rl - ..L-t'L
ieD' iecoD
Conversely, if (Z

Now, if

i.e. (2.5)

Q.6)
e(D,x)

ID we have

=+ 2! F,
iFD-C

.5) holds

(2.6)

e\u,x.,

may defineholds.

(2.7)



( "(c,x)l I co o I ir ie,c oo

= { (2.8)
/ f"(D,x) - e(c,x)ll l o-c I if i e D-C and D-Cl6

2.8) gives a solution of (2.6) , which is consistenE, hence

s a compensatory bargaining counter proposal against tr
mmas 2.3 and 2,4 are heipful in proving the following:
2.5: In a big boss game G, let x be an indlvidually ra-

sible payoff for a coalition structure ,J . Then, we have

(

I

g

L

9

i

1

,

I
m

a

us ly
r n)

Now,

Theo

1 ^Jt au

Obvio
D-
/l

t i. ona

xe M - Co(N,v,F)
c

if and only if
H = rnaX e(S,x) ) o (2.e)

c

and H is reached for at least t.wo coalitions which cont.ain i
o

Proof: rf x€Mc - co(NrvrF), then Ehere is at least one coarition
of positive excess, so rhat H will be positive. rf H is reached for
exactly one coalition C*, t.hat. coalition should contain io by Lemma 2.3.
rf b = @) is a compensatory bargaining counrer proposal against

€= (C"), then by Lemma 2.4 we musr have e(D,x) )e(C*,x) = H, which is
impossible. Hence, fi has no compensatory bargaining counter proposal
and this contradicts the assumpyion xeMc - Co(NrvrF). Conversely, if.
there are at least two coalitions Cii and C; such that n = "(CiI'x) =

t ^'r \ \ ^+- s(c2,x)) o , then both ci and c; can be used for bargaining propo-
sals against x and toa CinCi. By Lemma 2.4, 6I = (ai) is counre-
, '? ,^+.ring b2 = (c;) and viceversa. Moreover, any ot.her bargaining proposal

€ = (c) is counrered by 6, and 6 2, b".^ut" e(Cl,x) =

- e( Cj ,x) > e( C, x) , hence x € M. - C.r(u, v, F) .

Theorem 2.5 shows that for a big boss game G, to determine whether
an admissible individually rational payoff x for a coalition srructure

\))a beiongs to M" - co(N,v,F), the compurarion of H is needed (confined
to coalitions which contain to). If H = rnsX e(S,x) is not positive,
then x€co(N,v,F); if H is positive, rh8n by Theorem 2.5, eirher H

is reached for a unique coalition and x GM., or H is reached for at
least two coalitions and we have xGM" - Co(NrvrF).

Note also rhat Theorem 2.5 holds when rhe admissible payoff x is
supposed to be coalitionally rational instead of individually rational.
This last result will be used for finding rhe ser of coalitionally ratio-
nal admissible payoffs belonging to M" - co(N,v,F) , for a 3-person big
boss game in the next section.

3. The 3-person big boss game.

Consider the 3-person big boss game G defined by

v(l) = [, v(12) = a, v(13) = s, v(123) = d, v(2)=v(3)=v(23)=o



where by Lemma 2. I we have

o-(h{min(a,c)
We intend to determine the coalitionally rational payoffs belonging to

Co(N,v,F). As these payoffs are also individually rational, we

consider alI possible coalition structures and use Theorem 2.5.
I) For 8" = (123), a coalicionally rari.onal payof f *. 

Lf^
if any, belongs to Co(Nrv,F).

2) For "t = ( l, 2,3) , the

M

shall

(q)
gives

*l = h, x2 = e,

as possible positive excesses

e(I2,x) = a - h, e(13,x)
By (3.1) and Theorem 2.5, have

unique admissible payoff
*3=ot

= c - hr e( 123,x)

x€ M. - Co(N,v,F) ifwe

d

=d_h. (3.2)

and only if
/,? 1\

. \J.J /

payoffs should

(3'+;

(3.s)
should have

d=a)ct or = C)Zt or d = d = c)h
3) For 8n = (L3,2), the coalitionally rarional

satisfy
xl + x3 = c' *2= o, *I)h, *l)o

and the only possible positive excesses are

e(12'x) = 3 - X1r e(123,X) = d - c

By (3.5) and Theorem 2.5, if x€M" - Co(N,v,F) then we

" - *l = d - c. This equality and the admissibility give
(r2 ) *l="+c-d, *2 = o'
Now,(3.4) aresatisfied, because a+c-d)h and d-a2.o
follow from (3.i). Moreover, we have e(12,x) = e(123,x) = d - c, hence

the last necessary condition, H)o, is c< d. It is easy to see thaE

c<d is also sufficient for (fr) to be in M" - Co(N,v,F).
4) For 8? = ( 12,3), a similar compurarion shows that

(q) *l = 3 + c - dt x2 = d - c, *3 = o

is the unique coalitionally rational payoff admissible for of, , which
belongs to Mc - Co(N,v,F) if and only if a<d.

5) For {q = (23,1), rhe unigue admissible payoff is (fr) and

we get the same result as for the individual play.
The considerations given above prove:
Theorem 3.1: In a 3-person big boss game G

v(l) = h, v(12) = a, v(13) = s, v(123) = h, v(2)=v(3)=v(23)=o,
the set of coalitionally rational admissible payoffs in M" - co(N,vrF)
consists of the following payoffs:

(q) x.=hr r , *2=o, *3=o, for {=,t,2,3), lf d=a=c)hi

Ehen, (f, ) f or Jr=( I ,2 ,3) and



(\f2 ) xl=a+c-d , *Z=o, x3=d-a for
then, ((-, ) f or Jr=( I ,2,3) and

(q) xl=El+c-d, x2=d-c, *3=o for
t hen

/- \ . -P 1 /- \ - *(%) for d2 and (E) for €3, if d)max(a,c).
Note chaE in the proof of Theorem 3.1, beside the individual ratio-

nal.ity conditions *1?rh, xr>.ro, xr\,,o, the other conditions incl.uded

in the coalitional rationality condiEions have been used only in the
search for c-stable payof f s for J- =( 123). Therefore, for a1l the other-o
coalition structures the results stated in Theorem 3.1 are sti11 holding
when the words "coalitionally rational admissible payoffsrt are replaced
by "individually rational admissible payoffs". However, there is a family
of individually rational admissible payoffs for J =(tz:) which is
c-stable and should be added to the ne\^r statement.

Theorem 3.1 is showing noncore payoffs belonging ro tne compensatory
bargaining set of a game, hence this concept of solution is meaningfull.
of course, t.he exist,ence problems stated above remain open.
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